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The Victorian streets were smokey and noisy,

bustling with life as people went to work. The huge

factories were the beating hearts of the cities, the

steam locomotives and ships connected England to

the rest of the world, and gas fueled the lamps to

dimly light up the grimy cobbles. 

 

The Industrial Revolution pushed forward innovation

in the 1700s and 1800s. Gas and coal were 

commonly used to power the country, out on the 

stones and inside every home. In the country,

windmills pumped water and ground grain, and

waterwheels powered sawmills and cotton mills. 

 

This was an exciting time. Ambitious men thrived

during the Revolution, setting their sights on solving

the world's greatest problems. In the 1800s some of

the greatest tools were invented: the battery; the

electric telegraph; the electromagnet; the DC motor

(created in the US); the generator (created in

France); Morse code; the AC generator; the

telephone; the microphone; and the first

electronically powered lighthouse, to name only a

handful. 

 

Electricity was a confounding mysterious thing,

something to to be feared and marveled. It was used

in magic, and parlour tricks included this mysterious

element. Stephen Gray's 'Hanging Boy' experiment

was a spectacle - an orphan boy (for fear of its

consequences!) was hung by a silk rope and had an

The wind howled. The trees thrashed and

whipped. The sky raged with roaring thunder.

Lightening ripped across the maddening

night, illuminating a sprawling mansion

below. The estate was dark but one room,

detached from the rest, sparked and flashed.

Through a window the silhouette of a man

was bending over smoking apparatus. He

didn't know it yet, but he had created life

through the cracks of lightening, and would

spark the fury of a nation. 
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"I PROPHECY THAT, 
BY MEANS OF THE 

ELECTRIC AGENCY, 
WE SHALL BE 
ENABLED TO 

COMMUNICATE 
OUR THOUGHTS 

INSTANTANEOUSLY 
WITH THE 

UTTERMOST ENDS 
OF THE EARTH."

ANDREW CROSSE 
(1816):

p
. 2



THE  'THUNDER  AND

L IGHTEN ING  MAN '

electrified glass tube rubbed against his arm in order

to conduct electricity through his body. The boy

would jump at the shocks passing through his arm

and the crowd would gasp and giggle sheepishly.

Another electrical marvel was an electrophorus, a

device that could produce endless amounts of

electricity but first had to be charged up by rubbing

the corpse of a cat against it. 

 

The London Electrical Society was formed to bring

these types of men together, to compare the results

of their experiments and discuss ideas. In this group

of inquisitive scientists, Andrew Crosse presented his

results that fired up a scared and religious nation

and added fuel to fire already burning after Mary

Shelley's famous publication. 
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'King Steam & King Coal Ponder

Electricity' (1881, Punch)  

© Punch Limited 

 

Andrew Crosse was born in 1784 at Fyne Court, the

beautiful home tucked in the heart of the Quantock

Hills, in Somerset, and died at the same place. The

grounds were abundant with trees and rolling hills, a

source of inspiration to poets, which Andrew was.

The sprawling estate had been in the Crosse family 

since its construction.  

 

Crosse had a sister and brother, and

lived a comfortable life in the estate,

his family a wealthy one. As a young

boy he enjoyed wandering the hills

and was a quiet, thoughtful child. 

 

His lifelong interest in electricity

began when he was 12 years old at Dr

Seyer's School, a boarding school in

Bristol. There was a set of lectures on

the natural sciences, one of which

was electricity, and Crosse persuaded

one of his teachers to let him attend.

This lecture sparked his intrigue and

ignited a passion that would continue

to blaze his whole life. 

 



A  STUDENT  OF  SC IENCE

He performed his first experiment in Sixth Form,

where he created a Leyden Jar.  

 

Invented in 1746 in the city of Leyden/Leiden in the

Netherlands by German cleric Ewald Georg and

scientist Pieter van Musschenbroek, it was pivotal to

the study of electrostatics. A Leyden Jar is a glass jar

that stores a high-voltage electric charge between

electric conductors on the inside and outside of the

glass. This conductor is usually a layer of foil on the

inside and outside of the jar and a metal component

running vertically through the jar lid so it touches

the foil. 

 

Although the innovation of electricity was

catapulted in the 1700s and 1800s, the Ancient

Greeks knew that pieces of amber become

electrified when friction was rubbed on them, and

the word 'amber' in Greek is 'electron', where the

word 'electricity' originated.

When Crosse finished school he went to Brasenose

College in Oxford, the popular educational

establishment for wealthy gentry and the next

generation of fine aristocrats. Here he would delight

in giving electric shocks to his unsuspecting friends

and become more obsessed in the alluring mystery

of electricity.  

 

Founded in 1509, the college was named after the

brass knocker that adorned the front door of

Brasenose Hall, the humble lodging house that had

stood before the college in medieval times. 

 

The college had suffered from financial troubles but,

under the guide of Principal William Cleaver, in

the years between 1710 - 1810 (when Crosse was 
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enrolled) the college prospered with an influx of

young gentlemen. 

 

The college focused on English gentry sports,

notably cricket and rowing, so academic records

weren't high. For a quiet young man who spent his

time writing poetry and ruminating over life's great

mysteries, this must have been a source of

frustration. When asked about his time at this

school, he complained that he found the students

foolish and intemperate and the tutors

unsatisfactory.

Brasenose College, Oxford (1909, Henri

Toussaint) 

© Ebay.ie 

When the college was first formed there were twelve

''scholar-fellows'. One of these was William Eley, a

man so outspoken he supposedly had a dispute with

the heretic Thomas Cranmer in 1556 as he was

burning at the stake. By the time Crosse enrolled the

number of fellows had doubled and the college had

a garden, a new library and a chapel. 

 

The library was built on the upper floor of what used

to be an open cloister, a flat space, that was lined

with walkways around it. In this closter 59 people



A  LONELY  L I FEwere buried under the concrete.  

 

Inside the chapel there was a hammer-beam roof,

taken from the chapel of St. Mary's College in 1656.  

 

Andrew may have indulged with friends at the

Brasenose Ale Brewhouse, built on the college site

between 1695 - 1697, a hotspot for the students. 

 

University students of the Victorian era had a very

straightforward schedule. Students began their day

with chapel, singing hymns and morning prayers,

then morning study. They had a meal in the Hall

where only Latin could be spoken. The afternoon

had more study, or students could go riding or have

music or dance lessons. In the evening they had

chapel and supper in the Hall, and all had to be

within the college gates by 9pm. Students had a

bedroom and a study to themselves. 

 

When Andrew started university, the college had the

reputation of being one of the wealthiest in the

country and was aimed at the country gentry, where

the students could study, but being heirs to great

estates spent most of their time horse racing and

hunting.  

 

It isn't surprising that Andrew, a young man with a

head full of ideas and inventions, would tire of the

next generation of aristocrats spending their days

playing sports and learning nothing.
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In 1800, when Andrew was 16, his father died. Five

years later, his mother passed too, and he inherited

Fyne Court at the age of 21 when he graduated.  

 

Shutting himself behind the grand doors of the

estate, he was free to experiment on the grounds. He

saw that weather increased electricity and he spent

the family fortune building experiments during

thunderstorms. 

 

He installed a network of copper cables around his

home, threading them through the ancient trees

surrounding the building. During electrical storms,

loud cracks and bangs could be heard from the

locals as lightening shocked the cables. 

Andrew Crosse (unknown) 

© Wikipedia



Illustration: revelationawaitsanappointedtime.blogspot.com



P IONEERS  OF  SC IENCE

Oliver Lodge's 'Pioneers of Science' created the

popular image of the Victorian scientist as a

powerful man who could influence the forces of

nature at his will. 

 

There was a conflict brewing between science and

religion in the late 1700s. Scientific discoveries could

threaten and attack the Bible. As men of science

forged ahead in their research into the solar system,

the power of electricity and anatomy, the prestige

and authority priests had once held was being

shifted to these men. However, even though

scientists were being seen as authority figures, they

weren't making a living from it. Scientists could

advance daily life and solve many of the problems

the Victorians struggled with, in particular medicine

and fuel, yet science had little career opportunities

and funding. It was reserved for aristocrats or men

with a disposable income who tinkered in the

comfort of their home, with occasional help from

their wife and children. 
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electromagnet and galvanometer, an instrument

used to detect an electric current. 

 

The 'Laboratory of Science' sat within the beautiful

arched arcade, topped with glass domes. The arcade

was described at the time as a 'beautiful passage

lighted by a glass roof, and consists of elegant

shops'. Built in 1830, it had 24 shops, mostly toy

shops that made it a favourite stop for children, and

the Adelaide Gallery at no 13 and 14 in the northern

part of the arcade. It was the 'National Gallery of

Practical Science, Blending Instructions with

Amusements'. Visitors could peer at inventions such

as a pocket thermometer, a gas mask, an

oxyhydrogen microscope, a steam gun and

demonstrations using electricity and magnetism. 

 

The Gallery was opposite no 11, a shop owned by

Edward Marmaduke Clarke. He supplied

instruments in mechanics, dynamics, steam,

chemistry and other engineering machinery. He was

an Irishman who had started out as an optician

before moving to London. He built an

electromagnetic machine in 1835 which conspired

criticism - he was accused of plagiarism by Joseph

Saxton who worked at the Adelaide Gallery as an

instrument maker. Funnily enough, Saxton had been

accused of plagiarizing the Hippolyte Pixii's machine

three years earlier, but was never reprimanded for it. 

 

In a paper by William Sturgeon, he had included

Clarke's invention, and they met when he was

performing a series of lectures at the Gallery. The

society first met at no 11 in Clarke's workshop but

then moved across to the Gallery. 

 

Clarke later opened the Royal Panopticon of Science

and Art in Leicester Square in 1854. It was opened by

the Bishop of London and welcomed 1000 people a

day into its grand Moorish architecture, with

LONDON  ELECTR ICAL

SOC IETY

There may have been sparse jobs in science but

there were great communities for men of science.

Andrew Crosse presented his infamous experiment

that may have inspired Mary Shelley in his electrical

community. 

 

Established in 1837 to enable amateur electricians to

group up and discuss 'experimental investigation of

Electrical Science in all its various branches', it was

founded at Edward M. Clarke's 'Laboratory of

Science' in Lowther Arcade near the Strand, and had

arisen from discussions during lectures on electricity

by William Sturgeon. Sturgeon invented the first 



exhibition and lecture halls.
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electrical spark; you hear also the rumbling of

distant thunder. The rain is already splashing in

great drops against the glass, and the sound of

passing sparks continue to startle your ear. 

 

Your host is in high glee, for a battery of electricity is

about to come within his reach a thousandfold more

powerful than all those in the room strung together.

You follow his hasty steps to the organ gallery, and

curiously approach the spot whence the noise

proceeds that has attracted your notice. You see at

the window a huge brass conductor, with a

discharging rod near it passing onto the floor, and

from one knob to the other, sparks are leaping with

increasing rapidity and noise, rap, rap, rap - bang,

bang, bang; you are afraid to approach near this

terrible machine, and well you may; for every spark

that passes would kill twenty men at one blow, if

they were linked together hand in hand, and the

spark sent through the circle. Almost trembling, you

note that from this conductor wires pass off out the

window, and the electric fluid is conducted

harmlessly away. 

  

On the instrument itself is inscribed in large letters

the warning words: 'Noli me tangere' (do not touch

me). Netherless, your host does not fear. He

approaches as boldly as if the flowing stream of fire

were a harmless spark. Armed with his insulated rod,

he plays with the mighty power; he directs it where

he will; he sends it into his batteries: having charged

them thus, he shows you how wire is melted,

dissipated in a moment, by its passage; how metals -

silver, gold and tin - are inflamed and burn like

paper, only with most brilliant hues. He shows you a

mimic aurora and a falling star, and so proves to you

the cause of those beautiful phenomena; and then

tells you, that the wires you had noticed, as passing

from tree to tree round the grounds, were

connected with the conductor before you; that they

FYNE  COURT

Behind the walls of Fyne Court Crosse was

advancing in his experiments. He had rooted himself

in the the family's music room, now his laboratory.

And it was a spectacle to see. 

 

A journalist visited Crosse at his home in 1836 and

printed the following in the Taunton Courier: 

 

"But to proceed now into the penetralia of the

mansion, the philosophical room [...] with an arched

roof - it was built originally as a music hall - and

what wonderful things you will see... a great many

rows of gallipots and jars, with some bits of metal,

and wires passing from them into saucers

containing some dirty looking crystals... Crystals of

all kinds, many of them never made before by

human skill, are in progress... But you are startled in

the midst of your observations, by the smart

crackling sound that attends the passage of the 

Lowther Arcade in the centre (1832, H. West,

J. Shury) 

© Allan, Bell & Co., London;  

antiquemapsandprints (online) 



collected the electricity of the atmosphere as it

floated by, and brought it into the room in the shape

of the sparks that you had witnessed with such awe.'
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André-Jacques Garnerin was a pioneering French

balloonist and the world's first parachutist - his wife

was the world's second! - who had been captured by

the English for three years during the French

Revolutionary Wars. A front page ad in The Times

announced his series of lectures in London, 1814: 

 

'THEATRE of GRAND PHILOSOPHICAL

RECREATIONS.—The Professor GARNERIN has the

honour to inform the Nobility and Gentry, that in

consequence of his engagements at Covent-garden,

his Theatre will be open this week, Wednesday,

Thursday, and Saturday, and he hopes to merit the

approbation of his numerous visitors, by his new

experiments on the Electricity, Gas, Aerostation,

Fantasmagoria, &c. The performance begins at 7

o'clock. Spring-gardens room'. 

DR  FRANKENSTE IN

In 1837 Crosse performed an experiment that would

cause a nation to accuse blasphemy and send him

death threats. But over 20 years earlier he had given

an inspiring lecture on the explosive fires and

thunderstorms he could control, at Garnerin's

London lecture rooms on December 28 1814.

Unbeknownst to Crosse, in the audience was sitting

Percy Shelley and his future wife

Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin. 

Fyne Court, before a fire in 1894 destroyed most of the estate 

© National Trust 



Illustration: From the novel 'The
Electric Vampire' by F. H. Power
(1910) by Philip Baynes 
cyberneticzoo.com



This lecture was to be the small seed implanted in

Mary's brain, and would later grow into one of the

most horrifying novels ever written. 
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'Would ye call back to mortal strife 

The maniac’s scream, the felon’s gloom, 

The unutterable woes of life, 

Again to sink into the tomb? 

 

The bird that wails from its lone dell, 

The moon’s ray sleeping o’er the luke, 

The rippling stream, all form a spell 

That mortal music scarce may break. 

 

And yet I still would hail your song, 

Which those I loved once heard with glee; 

And while its swell the winds prolong, 

Would dream of pleasures ne’er to be!' 

 

(An extract from 'To The Bells' written by Andrew

Crosse, 1820)

Not only did she attend Crosse's lecture in 1814, they

shared a mutual friend in the poet Robert Southey.

The scientist, inspired by the beautiful hills his home

was seated in, dabbled in poetry himself, although

he kept them private and wrote solely for his own

enjoyment and not for acknowledgement, much like

his science experiments. A reserved man, his poems

revealed a man who was obsessed with the 'riddle of

life and death'. 

 

Electricity was, in a way, romantic. It was believed to

be the key to unlocking the greatest mystery of

them all: the mystery of life and death.

Illustrations in Mary

Shelley's Frankenstein;

or, The Modern

Prometheus

(1818, Lackington,

Hughes, Harding, Mavor

& Jones) 

©  luisamariaarias.word

press.com 



Crosse started experimenting with voltaic piles.

These were invented by Luigi Galvani, an Italian

physician and physicist, and were the source of

Crosse's infamous experiment. During the early

1780s Galvani had brought animals 'back to life'

through 'animal electricity'. During an electrical

storm, he touched a frog's leg with a pair of scissors,

causing the leg to contract and kick out. He believed

there was electric fluid in the brain which were

conducted through the nerve and muscle. Like the

Leyden Jar, the tissues around these acted like the

outer and inner surface of the jar. 

 

A year after Edward W. Cox witnessed a mimic

aurora and falling star in his laboratory, Crosse

created life. Using the same method as volcanic

piles, he created an apparatus where he dropped

solution onto volcanic rock to test whether the

mineral would change when tapped with electricity,

as explained by his wife in a memoir she published

after his death: "The object of subjecting this fluid to

a long continued electric action through the

intervention of a porous stone was to form if

possible crystals of silica, but this failed". He

repeated his experiment with different solutions

each day. 

 

When he dropped a mixture of water, silicate of

potassa and hydrochloric acid on the fourteenth

day, Crosse noticed small white growths around the

middle of the rock. On the eighteenth day the

growths were larger and had long 'filaments'

projecting from them. Strangely, these specimens

developed each day and by the end of the twenty-

sixth day, they had become the 'perfect insect',

standing on bristles that formed its tail. He reports: 

 

'Til this period I had no notion that these

appearances were other than an incipient mineral

formation. On the twenty-eighth day these little 
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creatures moved their legs. I must now say that I was

not a little astonished. After a few days they

detached themselves from the stone, and moved

about at pleasure.' 

 

Over the next months about a hundred 'perfect

insects' formed on the stone. When Crosse examined

them under a microscope he found that the little

ones had six legs and the larger ones had eight legs. 

 

Mystified, he sent the creatures to the etymologists

at the Natural History Museum in London. They

ascertained that the creatures were from the genus

acarus, but were unlike anything they had seen

before. The acarus mite family have many species,

including flour mites and Acarus Scabei, responsible

for causing scabies. In his memoirs, Crosse called

them Acarus Electricus, and the origin of their

creation he could never determine: "There appears

to be a difference of opinion as to whether they are a

known species; some assert that they are not. I have

never ventured an opinion on the cause of their

birth, and for a very good reason - I was unable to

form one".

Acarus Electricus, (1837, Andrew Crosse) 

© The Galaxy Express



The insects were a mystery. Crosse thought they may

have been from eggs dropped by insects floating in

the air that hatched from the shock of electricity,

but he could not find remnants of a shell or

understood why bristles would shoot out of the

creature first. 

 

The scientist was enraptured with his discovery. He

tried to recreate his results using different solutions.

Sometimes insects could be seen growing beneath

the electrified solution on the rock but they would

die after emerging up from it. He filled the apparatus

with a chlorine atmosphere where creatures

remained for two years but never showed signs of

life. 

 

The life of these mites appeared like so: "In a few

days this speck [that formed on the surface of the

mineral] enlarges and elongates vertically, and

shoots out filaments of a whitish wavy appearance

and easily seen through a lens of very low power.

Then commences the first appearance of animal life.

If a fine point be made to approach these filaments,

they immediately shrink up and collapse like

zophytes upon moss, but expand again some time

after the removal of the point. Some days afterwards

these filaments become legs and bristles, and a

perfect acarus is the result, which finally detaches

itself from its birth-place, and if under a fluid, climbs

up the electrified wire, and escapes from the vessel,

and afterwards either feeds on the moisture or the

outside of the vessel, or on paper or card, or other

substance in its vicinity". 
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Trembling with excitement, Crosse approached

some friends at the London Electrical Society with

his findings. They were mystified. A scientist who

preferred his quiet and most probably listened more

than spoke had performed the impossible. 

 

A friend of his was the poet Robert Southey, A man

with strong opinions but lack of awareness, he

contacted the editor of a local newspaper and told

him about Crosse's creations. The story was

published without Crosse's knowledge and other

papers took up the story. It spread like wildfire

across Europe. The papers attacked him - citing him

as the man who thought he was God's equal - and

sparked fury. A man who had been of little

consequence up until now was seen as a

blasphemer. He received death threats and angry

letters describing him as 'a reviler of our holy

religion'. A reverend, rounding up his congregation,

lined them up on a hill overlooking Fyne Court and

performed an exorcist upon the grounds. 

 

The reserved man, shocked and heartbroken by the

reaction, apologised that the faith of his neighbours

'could be overset by the claw of a mite'. 

 

Crosse had published his experiment and results in a

paper and submitted it to the London Electrical

Society. An electrician named W. H. Weeks

attempted to recreate the same results. Under very

strict conditions so as not to cause contamination,

he followed the procedures carefully. It took him a

year and a half to create the acari, noting in a paper

of his own that they only appeared with electricity.

PLAYING GOD



Illustration: A Victorian Wife (1870s) 

© Pinterest
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had kept a scrapbook over the years of Crosse's work

on electricity. The man was sixty now but was still a

gentle and generous host. He always placed great

importance on hospitality, quoted as saying: "I think

hospitality so essential, that I don't call it a virtue, but

I do call the absence of it a great vice." 

 

Cornelia, described as 'a great beauty', had been

following Crosse's work for some years. Standing at

the door in front of the man she admired and

adored, her eyes must have been wide with wonder.

He was her idol. In her memoir of Crosse after his

death, she described him as 'the genial host, the

country gentleman, and the scientist'. The two hit it

off magically, even though she was 43 years his

junior. When she discovered that Crosse was a poet,

she fell deeply in love. 

 

In the Autumn of 1849 she visited Fyne Court. Crosse

had moved back and was fixing up his laboratory

and the building, left in disrepair for about four years

by this point. The estate was lively with masons and

builders working to get it back to its former glory.  

 

The two were married a year later and had three

children together. Her admiration for Crosse never

faulted and she wrote several books on his

experiments, although he never tried to recreate his

infamous experiments after the backlash he had

suffered before.

BRIDES OF FRANKENSTEIN

Crosse had always been shy. When news broke of his

experiments and the nation spat their fury at him,

he told his writer friend Harriet Martineau that the

mysterious creatures were a 'matter of chance' and

creating life was the 'attributes of the Almighty', not

a humble scientist like himself. 

 

He suffered great loss in his life, which caused him to

sink deeper into the walls of Fyne Court and out of

the public eye. Along with his parent's passing at a

young age, he lost his sister, uncle and two of his

best friends throughout his life. Each death pushed

him further away from bustling Victorian life. His

greatest loss would be with his first wife, Mary Anne. 

 

A woman of delicate health, she supported her

husband and they loved each other greatly. They

made Fyne Court a wonderful home full of children.

They brought ten children into the estate but

tragically lost three at a young age. One can imagine

the children's laughter filling the halls as Crosse

scrutinised minerals under a microscope. In 1846, his

brother Richard died. Four days later, after a bout of

bad health, his wife also died. 

 

Tortured by the sudden loss of two people in his

heart, Crosse left Fyne Court. Records aren't clear

what happened to the children, but Crosse moved

to London, taking his dog Greg as his only

companion. Hiding away at 15 Charles Street in

Marylebone, he couldn't bear to see the sprawling

estate he'd called home, a home that had been full

of life and love, now empty and devoid of his wife. 

 

Three years later Crosse held a dinner party at his

London home. He invited a small group to the house,

one of them a young woman who was fascinated

with the scientist. Cornelia Augusta Hewett Berkeley 
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The pair lived in bliss for five years when Crosse

suffered a stroke in May 1855. Two months later he

died. In the memoirs he had started, and Cornelia

finished after his death, she closed it with this:  

 

"Andrew Crosse died in the room in which he was

born, beneath the roof where his ancestors have

been laid for more than two centuries." 

 

Cornelia never remarried and continued to talk

about his experiments. Andrew Crosse will always be

remembered as a humble scientist who discovered

something that still mystifies today, and inspired a

classic horror novel.

Illustrations: (Top R) From the novel 'The Electric Vampire' by F. H. Power (1910)

by © Philip Baynes 

cyberneticzoo.com 

(Above) Dr Frankenstein, Smithsonian Magazine (2018) 

© Wikipedia Commons
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ary-shelley-frankenstein/ 

 

http://ludditebicentenary.blogspot.com/2014/12/28th

-december-1814-mary-wollstonecraft.html 

https://timaiospress.com/andrew-crosse/ 

 

http://cyberneticzoo.com/bionics/1910-electric-

vampire-f-h-power-british/ 

A MASSIVE THANK YOU!

A massive thank you to my friends and family who

continue to support my writing and all my zany

projects!  

 

Thank you so much to my creepy family on Twitter

who keep me motivated and are a great and

fascinating bunch of eccentrics to talk to! 

 

Follow @paganpages on Twitter and become one of

the creepy family!  

 

Tweet #MeetTheEccentrics if you enjoyed this e-

book and keep your eyes peeled for the next one

releasing next Friday!


